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Utility 2050 Panel Discussion
The Utility 2050 project explored the impact of Net Zero on energy utilities and consumers. What does a Net Zero energy system really
mean for consumers? How can the consumer side be optimised with confident decisions on supply? How can we anticipate and act on
these questions meaningfully to unlock the next stage of the energy transition? The Utility 2050 team, composed of a partnership of
academic and industry thinkers, has teamed up with the Atkins ‘Engineering Net Zero’ and the Energy Institute to explore these issues in
an open ‘lunch and learn’ for the industry.
This session brings together a cross section of leaders in the field to discuss the next steps towards achieving this target and promises to provide
a valuable insight into the route forward.

Laura Sands CBE is a Senior Independent Director at
SGN Network and the Energy Systems Catapult. She
is Chair of the Northern Ireland Expert Panel on Energy
Transition and was Chair of the BEIS/Ofgem Energy
System Data Taskforce. She was a member of the
Advisory Panel for the Government’s Cost of Energy
Review, and is on the Council for Carbon Capture
Utilisation and Storage.

Dr Stephen Hall is an Academic Fellow at the
Sustainability Research Institute at the University of
Leeds, His research explores the links between low
carbon innovation, economics, energy, climate change
and society. Steve has undertaken international work
on urban emissions modelling, infrastructure finance
and energy decarbonisation.

David Cole is Director of Atkins Power business in
UK and Europe and Head of Engineering Net Zero for
the Nuclear and Power markets. This includes Atkins’
activities on operational nuclear power stations,
conventional power stations, electrical networks and
energy storage – including growing carbon capture
and storage and hydrogen markets.

Jane Dennett-Thorpe – Ofgem, Deputy Director,
Net Zero Transition. Jane leads on cross-cutting
strategy for decarbonisation in the GB energy
regulator, Ofgem. She helps identify and drive
impactful actions for Ofgem to deliver net zero
commitments whilst protecting consumers
interests. In 2020 she led Ofgem’s Decarbonisation
Action Plan, which set out – for the first time – the
regulator’s upcoming actions on decarbonisation.

Louise Wilson is a co-founder and joint MD
of Abundance which provides debt capital to
infrastructure projects for different stages of their
development, and regular capital and income to
investors. As the climate emergency becomes of
increasing concern, Abundance exists to accelerate
Net Zero by letting people, both local and national,
invest directly in specific projects that are working to
address the problem from as little as £5.

Zoe Guijarro is a Senior Policy Researcher, Future Energy Services,
Citizens Advice. Zoe joined the Future Energy Services team in
February 2015 to lead policy work on renewable and low carbon heat,
microgeneration and community energy. Before joining Citizens Advice
Zoe worked as a Climate & Energy Specialist at WWF-UK leading their
advocacy on energy efficiency, zero carbon homes and low-carbon heat.

As someone who has already registered for the session you can join it via the MS Teams link below. This will also be issued
by email the day before the event.
Click here to join the meeting

